
 
 

  

  

 

 

BRAVE CHANGING WORLD: 

INBOUND KEEPING YOU POSTED 

 

News & Views #33 
  

 

Lazy Sunday? Not at Inbound, although all those US Election-specials on TV may have 

had an impact on our formidable efficiency! Apart from the impact on Renewables names, 

US elections are however not the main topics of the weekly selection of our posts: 

consolidation in video games are, as well as French small caps, vodka on the Moon, equity 

trading post-Brexit, Amazon Prime, insect-based pet food, movie delays, augmented 

reality in sports, fast-charging for EV and other key mobility trends (check ALD’s CMD 

on November 12: https://www.aldautomotive.com/investors/capital-markets-day) - and 

more!  

  

Have a good read! 

  

The Inbound Capital team  

www.inbound.capital 
 

https://capital.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=07ad5d9a1a36d020590736356&id=17b3009021&e=dbe29cf097
https://capital.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=07ad5d9a1a36d020590736356&id=683fbf2e3a&e=dbe29cf097


 

SMALL CAPS  

 

 

  

VAVAVOOM! STRONG PERFORMANCE AND Q3 RESULTS AT ALD 

AUTOMOTIVE (ALD FP, €4bn Market Cap) 

The results were published this week by (ALD FP, €4bn market cap), ahead of their virtual 

Capital Markets Day due on Thursday 12th November… ALD is the Global #2/European leader 

in Fleet Leasing Services and fleet management. 

The used car markets recovered faster than expected after the end of lockdown measures in 

Europe, and ALD has demonstrated its agility by seizing market opportunities where possible, as 

shown in the remarketing activity. Flexible offers continued to gain traction as well as used car 

lease, and cost savings have also helped the strong operating and financial performance of the 

group. 

The CMD next week will be an opportunity for management to update the market on ALD’s 

strategy and objectives for 2025, and to show that ALD is ideally placed to seize the 

opportunities created by the mobility trends profoundly changing markets - especially the shift 

to electrified vehicles. 

You can register on: https://lnkd.in/dRjpg7w 

Inbound is providing advisory services to ALD. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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RIDING THE DIGITAL WAVE: CLARANOVA (CLA FP) CONTINUES TO GROW 

AT A FAST PACE 

Claranova reported strong sales (+29% year-on-year reported, +23% organic) for the first quarter 

of its fiscal year 2020/2021 driven by the excellent performance of the Mobile Photo Printing 

business. 

Group's revenue reached €90m, of whom 77% was generated by PlanetArt, the Mobile Photo 

Printing & Personalised Gifting business. This performance is confirming the resilience of 

operations in the current pandemic context. PlanetArt sales were up +43% in Q1 2020/2021 also 

boosted by the impact of the acquisitions of Personal Creations last year and CafePress this 

quarter). 

Software business Avanquest’s sales were down 2% organically. While high margin businesses 

SodaPDF and InPixio showed strong double-digit growth, the small decline in revenue was 

essentially due to the continuing trimming of lower margin non-strategic activities. High margin 

proprietary software businesses are successfully moving to as a SaaS subscription-based sales 

model, now 54% of revenue. 

Group’s IoT business sales also doubled to €1m in Q1, positively impacted by non-recurring 

revenue from commercial partners in the US. 

Inbound is acting as outsourced IR for Claranova. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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EUROPEAN RENEWABLES FEELING THE BLUE(S) 

The recent performance of the Bloomberg EMEA Energy-Alternative Sources index is an 

illustration of the "be careful what you wish for". European renewables stocks have had a volatile 

ride in the wake of the anxiety caused by nerve-wrecking US elections: just look at at Bloomberg 

EMEA Energy-Alternative Sources or examples ranging from midcap ALBIOMA (ABIO FP, 

€1.4bn market cap) to microcap VERGNET (ALVER FP, €28m). The paradox as Pictet puts it is 

that a Biden win would likely put the US back at the center of the global efforts against global 

warming at the potential expense of European efforts (so the stockmarket thinks). For that same 

reason, the Democrats' probable failure to gain control of Congress - jeopardising their proposal 

of a $2trillion spending over four years to de-carbonise US electricity by 2035 - is a blessing in 

disguise for listed European wind and solar energy companies. "Guilty for thinking it!", investors 

in those stocks would probably say: no need to, the market is already unashamedly pushing US 

oil shares higher on their behalf. The case for a shift to renewables remains intact, if not on a 

more realistic timeline. Inbound is not advising ABIO nor ALVER. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

EV FAST CHARGING SPECIALIST DBT (ALDBT FP, €30m Market Cap)... 

...highlighted in French business magazine CHALLENGES' STOCK SELECTION of EQUITY 

GEMS FOR THE STOCK-INVESTMENT HUNGRY MILLENNIALS! That's a nice recognition of 

the efforts of Hauts-de-France-based La Douaisienne de Basse Tention (DBT) to develop its own 

fast-charging technology and get it adopted in UK/Europe. As Challenges puts it, it has been a 

rocky road vs. a smooth electric ride for DBT since its IPO (2015) - a spell seen far too often with 

micro-cap listings in Europe and increasingly at odds wit the political speech to foster listed 

unicorns - but a kind of revival nonetheless. DBT is at the heart of the secular mobility trends 

https://capital.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=07ad5d9a1a36d020590736356&id=c2fd4ec8cd&e=dbe29cf097


 

offering scarcity value as well. The listing of CHARGEPOINT (the world's largest car charging 

network) via a SPAC deal offers strongly supportive read-across: https://lnkd.in/dQekaFX. Bravo 

les Hauts-de-France! Inbound is a true SPAC specialist with unique expertise in Europe (e.g. 

EdtechX Holdings' IPO). Inbound has strong Mobility/EV expertise and acted as oustsourced IR 

for DBT. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

DEJA-VU IN FRENCH SMALL CAPS? 

The so-called Covid second wave is not changing the investment picture that emerged from the 

first one. LPE RESEARCH's latest SMALL CAP LETTER offers a compelling case for applying a 

superior fundamental approach to analysing small caps, and is one of the very few providers of 

TRULY independent research on Small Caps in France. Unsurprisingly founder Julien Onillon 

has spent most of his analytical career at leading Equity Research franchise HSBC in London, 

vindicating Inbound's argument that the way to give French small caps the international 

investor amplitude they deserve is by getting them through the filter of a sophisticated anglo-

saxon approach. Lack of doing that, French small cap will remain, well, a "Franco-French affair" 

de facto limiting international recognition, a stronger/more diversified institutional shareholder 

base and valuation upside within a timeframe that does not look like eternity. Indeed many 

Small Caps funds in France and elsewhere do not seem to care as much as their anglo-saxon 

counterparts about the time it takes for value to cristallise. While only 2 years old, LPE's Stock 

Selection is already up more than 60%. Inbound provides introductions services to LPE 

Research. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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IT TAKES TWO TO TANGO 

It's (video) GAME OVER for leading UK developer CODEMASTERS (CDM LN, £715m market 

cap) but GAME ON for consolidation among other UK/European Small Caps active and their US 

counterparts in the interactive/video games space. Codemasters shares rocketed up after it 

announced a takeover offer from US video game holding company TAKE-TWO INTERACTIVE 

(TTWO US, $20bn) valuing the UK company nearly £740m (including cash). While Take-Two 

Interactive has been a strong beneficiary of the pandemic, its shares have started to rally long 

before. The same cannot be said of Codemasters - often known for its F1 games for Playstation 4 

- which 18 months after its IPO (June 2018) was still under water - until lockdown measures 

started to be imposed in various regions. The timing of the deal is not fortuitous given the delays 

to release new game stations (e.g. by Sony, Microsoft) because of the so-called second wave of 

the virus. Some days you lose, some days you win! Investors in CDM definitely win here but so 

do those in TTWO as well because its lofty valuation puts it in a pole position to consolidate its 

position - literally. Inbound is acting as junior advisor for UK start-up Blast. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

START-UPS & TECH  

 

     

VODKA ON THE MOON? ... NOT QUITE 

This story has a heavy aroma of #fakenews about it, but it seems authentic. That said, there's a 

lot going on in the #heavens or #space and increasing amounts of #smartmoney focused on 
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investing in the ..well, 'space'! INBOUND CAPITAL is keeping a close eye on Seraphim Space 

Camp and the space adventures of Christian Angermayer who has a number of space related 

investments in Mynaric and Isar Aerospace, amongst others. 

There is much to talk about, including a recent $14m investment from NASA - National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration asking Nokia to create a 4G network on the #moon. But 

we never anticipated that getting the equipment up there could be powered by #VODKA ! Many 

of us have probably had too much of the stuff of an evening and felt 'rocket fuelled' but now a 

#startup in #NYC called Air Company has developed a #zerocarbon vodka that can power a 

SpaceX rocket. Its Friday in #lockdownuk , time to learn something new ! 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

FINANCE & ECONOMY  

 

    

EQUITY TRADING: OH NO! ONLY 8 WEEKS TO GO... 

...until the Brexit transition period ends, with the UK and EU having yet to agree a deal on their 

future Equity trading relationship: it's not only trading pools that are in the dark. The FCA UK 

financial watchdog has hit out at the EU as it announced that British investors will be allowed to 

keep trading shares on European exchanges even if the UK does not strike a deal with Europe 

before December 31st. Shocking! The FCA has threatened to ditch MIFID (the EU's financial 

rulebook) if Brussels does not allow UK firms to retain full market access to it markets, going 

further than the EU's reciprocal measures on trading by European investors in London-listed 

shares, permitted in limited circumstances. The temporary permission until 31/3/22 will apply if 

the EU does not agree to treat the UK's own financial rulebook as equivalent to its own by 

December 31st of this year. Not for the first time, the UK regulator has expressed frustration the 

EU is taking a more restrictive approach but why wouldn't it? Brexit is too great an opportunity 

for European exchanges not to try and unseat London from its dominant position across the 

trading spectrum. Bonne chance! 
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Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

LIFESTYLE & OTHER  

 

 

     

INSECT-BASED PET FOOD TAKES OFF 

It seems more and more that proteins in our food will come from insects and that's good news as 

it helps preserve our planet! But it will not only be in our food but also in our pets' food (if we 

have pets of course which in France is quite handy during lockdowns and curfews as we are 

allowed to go outside.... assuming the pet is a dog an not a goldfish!) 

Nestlé Purina is launching pet food that builds on alternative proteins as the new line includes 

insects as well as plant protein from fava beans and millet. The insect protein comes from black 

soldier fly larvae, which are already in use in animal feed in Europe. The millet and fava beans 

provide protein, energy, and fiber to aid digestion. All the ingredients are steamed to maintain 

nutrient quality. In addition to the use of alternative protein sources, the launch of Beyond 

Nature's Protein will make a further contribution to the environment. 

The good news is that we will soon share the same food as our pets: insects! And it will make our 

shopping a lot easier... #petfood #esg #environment #sustainability 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

     

SPORTS LEAGUES BET ON AUGMENTED REALITY 

If you can't go to a sport live event, will you choose to use virtual reality or augmented reality? 
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The move to AR and VR is another trend that has been accelerated by Covid-19 as leagues are 

desperate to stay close to their fans. But there are still a few things missing as sports clubs don't 

know how to make money from VR and today's devices are not ready to emulate the real world. 

And, the truth is it can't compete with a real game. I can understand that last point as wearing a 

VR mask is not really comfortable (if you have already tried, you know what I mean). 

Tech experts believe AR experiences, which superimpose computer-generated images over real-

world images, will come first so it means no mask (yeh!) and probably, then there will be a move 

to AR glasses (such as the Apple glasses which so far have not been a great success). The baseball 

league is working on bringing more stats which will be key to improve AR experiences. It also 

plans to use various camera angles to create live strike zones feeds for fans in stadiums. There 

will be tons of users' cases and "the things we envision over the next 5 years are probably not 

what’s going to end up happening". What is sure is that AR and VR will take a bigger place in 

sports events. #virtualreality #augmentedreality 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

     

CORONAVIRUS MOVIE DELAYS CONTINUE 

If you were expecting to go to the movie theaters before the end of the year, your problem won't 

be to know if you are allowed to go but to know if there is anything left to watch! Disney has 

pulled both “Death on the Nile” with Kenneth Branagh and Ryan Reynolds’ “Free Guy,” both 

20th Century Studios titles, from release this December, leaving the studio with no more major 

theatrical releases in 2020. “Free Guy” was originally set for December 11, and “Death on the 

Nile” was set for December 18. This is the latest blow for the 2020 box office, in which numerous 

movies, not just Disney films, have either been pushed back into 2021 or been moved to 

streaming services, as Disney did with Pixar’s “Soul,” now opening for Christmas on Disney+. 

Other films like “Black Widow” and 20th Century’s “West Side Story” have all also been 

postponed. So in December, there would be only two major releases (both on the 25th of 

December): “Wonder Woman 1984” (Warner Bros.), and "Needs of the World" (Universal) if 
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they really take place. I must admit that I have some doubts about that. My only hope is that 

theaters will reopen in 2021 so we will have all these blockbusters to see and we will enjoy again 

going to the theater (if they are still alive). 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

     

JUVENTUS KICKS OFF TV CHANNEL ON AMAZON PRIME VIDEO 

We knew that Amazon keeps up working on increasing its stickiness by offering to its Amazon 

Prime's subscribers everything they want: books, food, clothes, movies, series, and .... sport! 

After the Great Success of Borat's sequel, its last catch is no less than the very famous Italy's Serie 

A football team, Juventus with the very famous player Cristiano Ronaldo! It will be the first 

European soccer club to launch its own TV channel on Amazon Prime Video, available to 

Amazon Prime’s customers for €3.99/month. According to sources, Amazon is also close to 

securing rights to screen top European Champions League matches in Italy for the 2021-2024 

seasons. At the opposite of other streaming platforms such as Netflix or Disney+, Amazon bets 

also on sports events. And it could be a good bet to increase even more its stickiness for its 

Amazon Prime's subscribers. #streamingmedia #amazon 

Click here to find out more >> 
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Inbound acts as Outsourced Investor Relations for Claranova (CLA FP).  

Inbound Capital provides advisory services to ALD Automotive (ALD FP).  

Inbound Capital has acted as oustourced IR for DBT and for EDTX. 

Inbound Capital provides targeted introductions for LPE Research. 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
The information used in preparing this document was obtained either from public sources or from sources 

to which Inbound Capital have been authorised access. Inbound Capital has made no independent 

verification of the information. Accordingly no representation or warranty of any kind (whether express 

or implied) is given by Inbound Capital and its employees as to the accuracy, completeness or fitness for 

any purpose of this document. 
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